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COMPANYPROFILE
Mr. Ritesh Shah of LUX DESIGNS being a qualified LIGHTING DESIGNER provides
complete lighting solutions along with all the required technical specifications to its
clients.

Our Role:
Lighting design requires a technical understanding of electricity, light sources, and
vision while also a sensitivity to architectural and aesthetic issues. The end design
needs to meet the visual requirements for human eyes performing an endless array of
tasks while also illuminating the architectural forms and immediate environment.

Our Team:
Professional lighting designers with their technical acumen and distinctive designing
techniques offer wide range of “Lighting Designs” technically & practically for Interior
& Exterior Architecture including Façade & Landscape Architecture.

Safety & Security:
Lighting energy use is often increased (especially in exterior applications) as a response
to safety and security requirements. A lighting design that minimizes glare, reduces
shadowing, and provides appropriate contrast for safety and security is far better than
a simple increase in wattage or the light output. Building owners, developers, and
municipal bodies have started to place more emphasis on security lighting.

Our Effective Design (Sustainability):
We offer light designing & consultancy to facilitate as under:1. Lighting Designs in 3D formats;
2. Lighting Designs rendering colourful artistic impressions as 3k, 4k or 6k;
3. Lumen & Lux Calculation of each room / story,
4. Determining the exact quantity of light required,
5. Guidance on the wiring if required for the light installations.
6. Product specifications along with photometric graphs,
7. Total Energy Load & BOQ,
8. A detailed lighting report with technical specifications.

Our Economics:
As a Lighting designer we show how design affects the project budget and provide
a cost-effective solution. In retrofit projects, which frequently involve lighting changes,
an economic analysis should be compared the various new options. It should also
evaluate the net present value of design options and consider:
➢ Initial material costs
➢ Energy costs
➢ Maintenance costs (lamp life, light source replacement, labor costs to replace,
disruption costs during maintenance)
➢ Ease of maintenance
➢ User satisfaction

Better understanding of human vision (white light effectiveness):
As our understanding of human vision evolves, so does the approach to lighting design.
Light spectrum plays a significant role in overall visibility. In addition, the spectral
distribution of light sources also has an effect on circadian rhythms. White light
effectiveness factors have been developed for use in design under low exterior light
levels. Exterior lighting designs should incorporate these factors for these low light
conditions.
Light designing is required in almost every corner of site / room weather it is indoor or
outdoor & or landscaped or façade lighting if service is used there will be abundant
benefits.

We believe: No success in material terms is worthwhile unless it serves the needs and
interests of our clients and it’s achieved through fair and honest means.

Thanking you!!

Mr Ritesh Shah
M: +91-98926 92693
Email: sales@luxdesigns.in

PROJECT EXPERIENCES
4BHK RESIDENTIAL PROJECT (MUMBAI)

PROJECT EXPERIENCES
LION CLUB SCHOOL (MUMBAI)

PROJECT EXPERIENCES
CORPORATE OFFICE

Let’s Work Together
Welcome to LUX DESIGNS.

Lighting is required in almost every corner of site /
room weather it is indoor or outdoor as its
commercial, residential or a public place.

We believe: No success in material terms is
worthwhile unless it serves the needs and
interests of our clients and is achieved through
fair and honest means.
www.luxdesigns.in
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